
City of Vancouver

453 West 12th Ave

Vancouver, BC V5Y 1V4

To City of Vancouver Mayor and Councillors,

The Mount Pleasant Heritage Group (MPHG) is submitting this letter to the City of Vancouver to

request a meeting to discuss ways to work together to identify, conserve and celebrate Mount Pleasant’s

rich and diverse heritage.

Mount Pleasant is a Historic, Vibrant Community

Mount Pleasant is the oldest neighbourhood in Vancouver outside of the downtown peninsula, and the

city’s first suburb. The hub from which the historic Old Mount Pleasant Village developed in the late

1880s and early 1900s occupies the area on Main Street between 6th and 12th Avenues and the Triangle

Block formed by Kingsway, Main Street and Broadway - the ‘Heritage Heart’. Many of the heritage 

and more modest buildings from this early streetcar era still exist. These older, human scale buildings

continue to provide affordable housing, artist studios and commercial spaces for a wide variety of

community groups and local businesses.

Elements that define the heritage character - both tangible and intangible - of Mount Pleasant are:

• older human scale buildings that often offer more affordable rent

• village atmosphere

• concentrated blocks of intact heritage and character buildings both residential and commercial

• pedestrian friendly, appealing and highly walkable streets

• diverse neighbourhood centres and shopping areas representative of the community’s diverse

  population, income mix and eclectic local businesses

• unique facilities, spaces, and places that foster the creation, production, and presentation, of

  cultural expression in all its forms

• long established and celebrated arts and community groups such as the Western Front, grunt

  gallery and the Mount Pleasant Family Centre

• a complete community offering a mix of housing types, jobs (including light industrial), travel 

  options, schools, recreation, and shopping options 

These characteristics are key to Mount Pleasant’s distinct identity and social and cultural fabric, and are

cherished by both long-time residents and Vancouverites. They are also the draw for newcomers.

Without proper planning for the change coming to the area both Mount Pleasant’s tangible and 

intangible heritage are threatened by development pressures. The risk to these valued heritage assets

was recently outlined in a Globe and Mail article this past August titled ‘Mount Pleasant Transforms as

SkyTrain Grows.’ Its author Kerry Gold outlines how increasing development is threatening the

neighbourhood’s “village atmosphere...affordable rental apartments, historic architecture and

independent businesses.”
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Recognition of Mount Pleasant’s Historic Value By The City

During an extensive public planning process (2007 to 2010), which resulted in the Mount Pleasant 

Community Plan (MPCP), the Triangle Block came to be affectionately referred to as the heritage 

‘heart’. 1 The subsequent Mount Pleasant Implementation Package (IP), built upon the MPCP, was 

developed and adopted in 2013 and reaffirms the “triangle block” as the “heart” of the community.2

The MPCP and IP contain principles and policies to guide development over 30 years and within their

statements illuminate the value of Mount Pleasant’s heritage and call for its preservation and 

celebration:

• “Mount Pleasant is one of Vancouver’s most historic and heritage-rich neighbourhoods” 3 and

  “warrants ongoing promotion as a heritage area of the city.” 4

• “Recognize and preserve all heritage buildings” as well as “acknowledge other kinds of heritage...” 5

• “Mount Pleasant prospers as a community known for its wide variety of locally owned shops and

   restaurants, attracting shoppers and diners from across the city” 6 and its existing community and

   cultural spaces and institutions “are major contributors to the life of the community and distinguish

   the neighbourhood from other areas of the city.” 7

• “The streets of Mount Pleasant are the most extensively used public spaces in the neighbourhood.”8

In 2017 a memorandum from the Vancouver City Planning Commission to Mayor and Council

cited a recent study which shows empirically that neighbourhoods with a mix of older, human scale

buildings support greater levels of positive economic and social activity than areas dominated by 

newer, larger buildings. The study also demonstrated that some of the highest performing

neighbourhoods for livability are areas with buildings that date to the streetcar era. Additionally,

research examining the impacts of mixed-use development on the retail culture of Main Street from 

2006 to 2016 found that most of the commercial spaces in new developments were occupied by chain 

stores due to high rental rates. This research attests to the challenge in the city to retaining the small

businesses that represent local neighbourhood cultures. The 2017 Planning Commission’s 

memorandum went on to encourage the city to develop a more expansive public dialogue about how to 

retain its cultural and social heritage assets.

As the city moves forward on its transportation plans it is critical to begin discussions now on how the 

future rapid transit line along the busy Broadway Corridor and the transit hub at Main and Broadway 

will impact the heritage and vitality of Mount Pleasant. Strong policy, plans and protections for the 

future must be created so that the pressure to increase density close to public transit hubs does not 

jeopardize the heritage value and social sustainability of the area. 

A Plan for the Future of Historic Mount Pleasant 

The Mount Pleasant Heritage Group (MPHG) grew out of community connections formed during the

City's MPCP workshops and the subsequent Implementation Committee. MPHG aims to 'identify,

preserve and celebrate the neighbourhood's built, natural, cultural and industrial heritage’. Since our 

formation in 2013 we have compiled an information base and embarked on projects aimed at 

presenting Mount Pleasant’s rich heritage to the public. At each of our six annual Heritage Lounges set 

up at annual Main Street community festivities we have found the same kind of incredible public 

support for heritage preservation that the City received in its 2015 Heritage Action Plan “Talk 

Vancouver” public questionnaire: “94% of respondents value historic places and heritage buildings; 

90% feel heritage buildings contribute to a sense of place; and 97% believe we need to preserve
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heritage buildings in Vancouver.” This shows how important heritage is in meeting the public’s 

collective need for local identity and connection to history and place.

Mount Pleasant is exactly the kind of neighbourhood that scores high for liveability and its

liveliness and popularity are a testament to this. It is the desire of the MPHG to open up a

conversation with the City about ways to protect the neighbourhood’s treasured heritage assets,

both tangible and intangible, which contribute so deeply to its liveability and to work together to

find ways to manage change so that the neighbourhood is able to hold onto its defining

characteristics.

To start, we would like to work with the City to consolidate the many plans and community aspirations

related to Mount Pleasant within an accessible and highly engaged heritage planning process and to

support the implementation of the MPCP in recognizing Mount Pleasant as a heritage area.

One key step would be to create a heritage area management plan that could serve as a community

resource and strategic tool: to frame a shared understanding and definition of heritage in Mount 

Pleasant, and to guide future development decisions in the area. The plan could follow best practices in

heritage and city planning where:

• a vision is articulated for the conservation of Mount Pleasant’s heritage that is supported by

   consensus-building and community participation.

• Mount Pleasant’s diverse heritage resources are identified, documented and promoted

• strategies and tools are developed for balancing heritage conservation with new development so

   that they support one another and heritage qualities are safeguarded and enhanced

• development is a means of enhancing Mount Pleasant’s existing qualities that provide for the day to

  day lifestyle, social, cultural, aesthetic and leisure needs of its residents

• the opportunity to gain value from and around major transportation initiatives is carried out with

   consideration for the conservation of the physical attributes and social and cultural fabric that make 

   Mount Pleasant unique and beloved in the city

Second, we propose to work with the City to define and secure a heritage precinct within the heart of

the neighbourhood. In 2015, MPHG submitted a Heritage Register Upgrade Package to the City that

included a nomination for a Main Street Heritage Precinct in the Old Mount Pleasant Village/ Heritage

Heart area of the neighbourhood. This unique precinct, with some of the most historically cohesive

blocks left in the City of Vancouver, has continuously been the hub of the neighbourhood. It is a vibrant

and well-loved shopping and gathering space with active streetscapes that draw people from all over 

the city and given development pressures is in desperate need of protection and conservation. We

would like to continue the dialogue with the city to explore this possibility.

Thank you for your time. We are keenly interested in and looking forward to discussing with you the

community’s ambitions for Mount Pleasant.

Sincerely,

The Mount Pleasant Heritage Group

contacts:  Alyssa Myshok      604-657-7778     swerve@shaw.ca 

                 Danielle Peacock    604-877-1959     dlpqm@telus.net 
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1.  MPCP p.24

2.  IP-Section 4/Public Realm p. 54

3.  IP-Section 4/Public Realm p.92

4.  MPCP p. 9

5.  MPCP p. 11

6.  IP - Section 4/Public Realm p. 58

7.  Section 4/ Public Realm p. 89

8.  Section 4/Public Realm p. 107

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/MP-community-plan.pdf

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/mount-pleasant-community-plan-implementation-package-4-public-

realm-plan.pdf

June 8, 2017 Memorandum to Mayor and Council from Vancouver City Planning Commission 

http://vancouverplanning.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/170608-Memorandum-Chinatown-

Economic-Revitalization-and-Development-Policies-Review.pdf

The research examining the impacts of mixed-use development on the retail culture of Main Street 

from 2006 to 2016 was done by Wes Regan for his SFU Master of Urban Studies Program Thesis 

(2017) 
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